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            &quotMy 11 year old had two filling today and was freaking out, they were SO PATIENT with her, explained all the tools and steps, made her feel in control of the situation.  Thanks to Mo, we went home with fillings completed today ..."

            Brian
        

    
   
                                

                            

                        

                    

                


			
        
        
		

		
			
				
					
						
							
								
									
										Exceptional dentistry,

										extraordinary results.
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                                     Athletes: Looking for Protection and Performance? UnderArmour™ Has a New OptionWhether golf is your passion, hockey is your hobby, or football is your sport of choice, UnderArmour Performance Mouthwear can help protect your mouth while improving your performance. How? Scientifically created, UnderArmour Performance Mouthwear keeps you from being able to clench your jaw or teeth while you’re practicing or in the middle of a game—which keeps your body from releasing hormones that can slow you down and undermine your performance. Powered by Bite...

 If you’re interested in hiding tooth stains, fixing chipped or misaligned teeth, or simply creating a more beautiful and uniform smile, porcelain veneers may be a viable alternative to traditional crowns. Fashioned from a thin, strong material, veneers are intended to slide onto the tooth in order to create a beautiful, natural-looking smile that is easy to apply and long-lasting.

 If you require a large restoration, such as a crown, a CEREC procedure is designed as a fast solution. Firstly, your dentist will examine the tooth to find out what type of treatment is most fitting for your needs. This could be anything from a veneer to crown. A digital image is taken of your teeth in order to get the dimensions correct.Once we have completed the analysis, your dentist at Fallingbrook Dental Centre will use a machine to craft your restoration. This method allows your dentist to  finish the process much quicker than usual....

 The oral hygiene you practice at home—brushing at least two times a day and flossing every day—is great for keeping your smile healthy and beautiful between visits to your dentist, but it doesn’t take the place of the more in-depth cleaning we’re able to perform at Fallingbrook Dental Centre office.  Here, not only can we perform more comprehensive cleaning, but we can also perform fluoride treatments, take actions to prevent or reverse gum disease, or even tell you about a variety of dental options to keep your breath feeling and smelling...

 Well-suited for restoring weakened back teeth, and equally appropriate for restoring more visible tooth surfaces, porcelain inlays and onlays offer a strong, attractive alternative to traditional composite fillings.  Typically considered for teeth that need a major portion restored, or teeth that endure heaving chewing loads, porcelain inlays and onlays offer the protection and strength of a crown without the need for extensive tooth preparation.  Made from the same strong, tooth-colored material as crowns and bridges, porcelain inlays and...
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										Dedicated to providing you

										with personalized care.
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                                        Ready to come in for an appointment?
 Contact us today!
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Dr. Singal & Associates
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